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THE PERMANENT MISSION OF CANADA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

LA MISSION PERMANENTEtpt*'CANADA AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

Aide-Memoire

With reference to the Secretary-General's

request of March 4 to the Canadian Government that

Canada contribute a "battalion group" to a Peace-Keeping

Force in Cyprus, the Canadian Delegation puts forward

the following comments and questions:

The Secretary-General x-jill be familiar

with the statement of the Prime Minister of Canada in

the House of Commons on February 19 which was communicated

to him on February 20 together with additional observations.

The comments and questions of the Canadian

Delegation may be divided into four general sections :

1) the composition, terms of reference and powers of

the Force; 2) the process of mediation in relation to a

long term settlement; 3) the methods for ensuring consultation

with representatives of contributing countries; 4) procedure

for military and administrative planning.

1) Composition, terms of reference and
powers of the Force :

The Prime Minister referred to the requirement

that the composition and terms of reference of the

Force be such as to contribute to peace and stability

in the area. In general it would seem necessary to

have the role of the Peace-Keeping Force clearly

defined, its size and composition adequate with

respect to the maximugi demands that are likely
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to be made on It and the powers delegated to it such

as to enable the Commander to accomplish the

objectives of the Force with the full support of

the too communities on the island.

The recommendations of the Security Council

contained in paragraph 5 of the resolution of March 4

are unobjectionable but are in such general terms

that they do not, in themselves, constitute the sort

of political guide lines that the Force would require

for decisions regarding its operation. It is

important that a relatively small Peace-Keeping

Force should not be introduced into Cyprus without

well defined political guide lines, particularly in

view of the danger that the task of the Force could

very quickly assume proportions that it might not be

able to handle. It would seem relevant that

estimates of irregular, xtfell-armed guerillas are

said to amount to several times the size of the

proposed Peace-Keeping Force among the Greek

community and a substantially greater number than the

proposed Peace-Keeping Force among the Turkish community.

With the foregoing in mind : (a) is it the

intention of the Secretary-General to negotiate

with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey and

United Kingdom. Detailed terms of reference for the

Peace-Keeping Force ? If so, when can the Secretary-

General's proposals for these detailed terms of

reference be made available to the Governments of

potential contributors to the Force as a basis for
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their consideration of the Secretary-General's

request for Force contributions ? (b) How large

a Peace-Keeping Force does the Secretary-General

envisage that it will be possible to maintain in

Cyprus and what x?ill be its composition in terms

of size and variety of country contributions ?

(c) Is it envisaged that the force will function

as is essential with the full consent and cooperation

of the two Cypriot communities ? (d) Have the two

communities given commitments to cooperate with the

Force in maintaining the peace on the island and

in providing the Force with whatever legal and other

powers may be necessary to accomplish its objectives ?

(e) Is it the intention that the task of disarming

irregular forces on the island should be accomplished

by having the two communities diarm their own nationals?

(f) what would be the responsibility of the interna-

tional force in accomplishing the objective under (e)

above ? (g) Would it be the intention to avoid

having police forces of one community disarm the

irregular forces of the other community ?

2) The process of mediation in relation to
a long term settlement :

The Prime Minister referred to our wish to

ensure that the choice of a mediator and his terms

of reference would be such as to lead to the

expectation that a solution to the dispute in Cyprus

might be found within a reasonable time and therefore

that the commitment of the force would not be of

indefinite duration. The Canadian Delegation notes

that in accordance with paragraph 6 of the Security
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Council resolution the stationing of the Force

is recommended for a period of three months. Since

the possibility for withdrawing the force would

depend in some measure on a successful mediation of the

dispute between the two communities, and since the

situation with which the force would have to deal

might be affected by the tactics of the mediator and

the degree of success which he may be able to obtain,

does the Secretary-General envisage steps, prior to

the commitment of new contributions to the Peace-

Keeping Force, to provide some indication of the

relationship which he envisages between mediation and

Peace-Keeping ? It is assumed that the Secretary-

General intends to appoint a mediator immediately

and to make his name public. In this connection

(a) does the Secretary-General envisage providing the

mediator with more precise terms of reference beyond

general mandate to be found in paragraph 7 of the

Security Council resolution ? (b) As it is important

that the force should not seem to be supporting one

commmunity against the other, is it possible to

obtain an advance undertaking from the President and

Vice-President, as responsible leaders of the two

communities, that they genuinely desire tonegotiate

a settlement with the aid of the mediator ? (c)

Does the Secretary-General not consider that it might

help potential contributing countries to consider a

reques t for force contributions if the mediator,

after a round of consultations with Governments and

communities directly concerned, should be requested

to report on the possibilities for settlement
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and if possible to set out a framework for the

negotiations and the limits within which a settlement

should take place ? (d) In view of the relationship

between the length of a commitment to provide contri-

butions to a Peace-Keeping force and the progress

toward successful mediation of the dispute, what

arrangements does the Secretary-General envisage for

enabling consultations to take place between the

mediator and the representatives of contributing

Governments.

3) The methods for insuring consultation with
Representatives of Contributing Countries :

In the paper left with the Secretary-General

on February 20, reference was made to the need for

consultation between representatives of contributing

states and those directly responsible for the guidance

and direction of the force. The interest of the Canadia

Delegation in raising this point was twofold. Firstly,

we would regard the operations of the force in Cyprus

as merely one of the stabilizing elements aimed at

the achievement of a long-term settlement of the

dispute betwaai the two communities on the island.

It is clear that Governments whose contingents

participate in the Peace-Keeping Force must havea

continuing voice in the way in which their forces are

used, since the Government must bear a measure of

responsibility for the actions of their troops.

Secondly, it must be borne in mind that sending armed

forces into the territory of another country even

for peace-kdeping roles in situations which are well

defined and where the political objectives (that is,

the outlines of a desired political solution) are
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clear — is a grave and solemn step for any Government

to undertake. In ambiguous political situations,

where the peace-keeping forces operations are to a

greater or less extent separated from national control

or even influence and where there may be some uncer-

tainty whether the size and composition of the force

is adequately related to the maximum role which it

may be called upon to undertake should the situation

deteriorate, the difficulties of contributing

governments justifying participation in peace-keeping

forces are increased.

With the foregoing in mind, (a) what

arrangements are planned for consultation in New York

between the Secretary-General and representatives of

governments contributing to the force ? (b) what

arrangements are envisaged for consultations in

Cyprus between the force commander and representatives

of contributing governments ?

4) Procedure for military and administrative
planning :

In the paper left with the Secretaryw-General

on February 20, reference was made to the need for

potential contributing countries to be fully consulted

on the composition of the force, its terms of reference,

financing arrangements, the anticipated length of stay

of the force in Cyprus and the legal arrangements for,

and status of, members of the force. It seems clear

that, as negotiations proceed with the Government

of Cyprus and other governments mentioned in

paragraph 4 of the Security Council resolution,

specific agreements and understandings will need to
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be drawn up which may have a very important bearing

on the operation and administration of the peace-

keeping force. At this stage, the Canadian Delegation

would merely wish to be informed of the procedure

which the Secretary-General envisages for negotiating

detailed terms of reference, status of forces agree-

ments, etc., and how he envisages consultations

on these matters taking place with potential

contributing governments.

All the foregoing comments and questions relate

to a Peace-Keeping Operation of not more than three months,

each sending state bearing the cost of its own military

contingent. The Canadian Government x̂ ould appreciate

confirmation that these assumptions are correct in relation

to the force contribution which all potential contributors

have been asked to make, so that there cannot be any

question of discrimination.

Moreover, as the Secretary-General realizes,

the Canadian Government is concerned about the importance

of developing collective responsibility for financing

United Nations Peace-Keeping operations by orderly and

satisfactory methods. The Canadian Government's views

on this subject in relation to current proposals for

financing the Cyprus Peace-Keeping Force are being commu-

nicated separately to the Secretary-General.

March 6, 1964.



TO THE U N V T E O N A T I O N S

A-IJP*B6 OES NATIONS UNIKS

Febrvary 20, 1984,

PrIwe Minister Pearson, speaking In the
e~ * ' - * J - •«

H©M*e of Commons on Februar-y 10, made the following
' ' • > " • • "

statement concernIng the possibility of ® Canadian

contribution to an international force in Cyprus:

"As fsar as sending Can ad I fin troops to Cyprus 5s

concerned, no decision Kss been t^ken by the

Sovernmerrt, It may be feremature to speculate on
' • ' • " • .

the circumstances surrounding' a possible Cana-
i *; ' •

dtan contribution.to § peacekeeping force at a

time whah the whbIe matter 5s under'discussion

in the Security Council of the United Nations.

It is deer, however, that, before the CanedUn

Qoyernment .̂bui.d decicte to 'provide a force for

poacekAapfnQ purpose^, cartelri "requirements would
* ' ' • ;" ••' v *• .*. ' ' . . „ . ' i ,•

have to be met, first.,.we would have to b©
•"'. '(• - • ' • ' • ' . '
satisfied that the con'posJtlon end terras,of

• . • - i ' . ' • • • ' • .
s. .

reference of the ,force. wfre such as to contri-

bute to peace airtd stability |h the area.
' .'!' -'- •" ' •• • ' .'*•% „ ':

. Second, we would not wish the:%omfijltment of the
'$=- • • *' •'. " ' . ' . • -«. -

force to bi of I ndef I n I te durst i on „ I rt add i 11 on,

w® would wish to ensure Chat the choice of a
' ' %

--

such aa to iesd to the «»pect<ltlon that a solu-
*\

tion to the dispute' Iff'Cyprus isilght be found

within a r^issonabie time. Third,.the arrange-

ments would, of course, have to bo acceptable
+ n

to the Government of Cyprus In accordance with
' *. •

its constitutional procedure. Fourtht th©r®

should be an association of the force with the(

' ' ''..2
•>:;.._
.>?!$[*
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rflflT

United N«tlens„ Fln«ily. If a request Is made

.". .Involving the us« of a substantial n«0b@p of

Canadians abroad, we would bH'itg'-the matter

before ParHaaent before any final decision is

taken.* • • - ;- v • • ' • * - ' • *• ':
• ". • ,;*, " ••• .;•-''• "\ f':. ' -'••'":• 0;-'•; Cv •;(>. "'• :..• . • ' -

The following ©b»eBv«ttoRs are made without

coffimtifcsent as to the posaIbI}Ity ©f a CanadI an contr{bu-

tjon to any 8nt«rnct!onal force which might be

established In Cyprus. The Secretary.Qarieraf's Aide

Meaolre offers contr! by tins co«iitrfes a yoiee only
' '"'*'" ,•' ' ' + . ^-^f^'K1'.''' "" "' '

In the choice of tha force CM»ffi«nd«r* ^ouSd the

Canadian Government be asked to contrIbulie a contingent,
•• ' -.' ' . ' . . .'':; "...'. *" -. v' .!*''' . . ' , ' ' " '%V-; " > - * ' •

It would wish to be sattsfled that adequate .arrangements

were made 86 th'at the contr Ibotl-ng siat«s you Id have a
„"'•' •. •• ' y

voice also In th® preptratlon of'VolitlcaS'gufdsnca'for

the for ce8 T© t^ls end (A) contr I feiit Jim states should** • * * * , • *- • . ^' •• * ?•_ ,. > , .

b® Invited by thd 'Stcrita'l̂ ^^rtl'Wiplrtrclpata fw

"an advisory c^n It tee;* ^Jfi) the *1For<;t d»ra«nd©r would

require focal pciltfcal Q^tdanc«e A costsslttQe In

Nicosia, tnbluding re0re«entSt'fV@s of tlil 'contributing

atatec, eou! d be ̂ steblUNd to fijffH tMt 'fanctlon;
•:, ••» r ^ r ^ ' , * ' i -: v*! * 1 ' " • '» Vfl v j % . ' ^ * i t ' .

CO) this Cosrolttee should consult regqfar Iy with the

asedJator 'so'thatv't^*''ectlons• of ifti''WrlS^ittou'ld'eorapJenont

and * support th0 *f®r^'»f th«̂ >«$taiNi!v ; • f- .
: " " If basic -a$re©H»«t oft th® •n«sces5!tv"for

a force Demerges f row the |»resfnt meet Fiigji iflif th® • •' .

Security CouncH find If a Canadian centlnjent 'is

r«qaefst«d,th'e CenadTah '^b^rnfeent'Weuftsl wish t© b© fully "'"

c«n stilted concern Ing tlie ce®|«?«lti©it'o'fr the.forc@# Its

teras of reference, financing Qprsngs^enta, the

anticipated length of stay ^f the fer^ft'Fn Cyprus and

the legal arrangements for'and status ®f mssb^ps of
"1=

the force. . ' ' • / ' ' ; " '•'• ' * _ .Is;

x U



March

Bear Bawl,
la the absence of the Secretary-General X wish to

adaiowledge ^ith fflany thanks yaw letter of 20 March
•with vhieli you seat a copy of a speech made by the
Secretary of State for jgxteraal Affairs on 19 March

at Bra&t£ord> Canada. I aia sure the Secretary-General
•will be very inaeh interested to read Mr. Martla*s remarks

on his rettsra.
Ifiltfe Mad regards,

Yours slacerely?

C. V, Harasiaihan
Chef de Cabinet

Sis Excellency
JSr. Bawl
Mbassador Ibcfcraordinary and
Jteraaaettt R^preaeatative of Canada

to the UajLteS Satioas
750 !Balrd Aveaue, 28th Floor

Tork 17, Hew
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THE PERMANENT MISSION OF CANADA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADA AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

New York, March 20, 1964.

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

My Minister made a

speech yesterday in Brantford on the

peace-keeping role of the United Nations

I thought you -would be

interested in Mr. Martin's remarks and

I therefore take the liberty of sending

you a copy of his text.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Tremblay.

His Excellency U Thant,
Secretary-General,

United Nations,
NEW YORK.



STATEMENT MADE BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL

AFFAIRS, THE HONOURABLE PAUL MARTIN, TO THE CANADIAN

CLUB, BRANTFORD, ONTARIO, CANADA

THURSDAY, 19 MARCH, I96h

CYPRUS: PEACE-KEEPING AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Last Thursday I had occasion to speak in

London, Ontario, and to express my concern about United Nations

irrvolvement in peace-keeping operations just as the Cyprus

situation was reaching a very critical stage. This past week

has been one of intense diplomatic activity - not without

elements of risk - as the United Nations moved to establish an

international military force in Cyprus.

A week ago this evening I met with the

United Nations Secretary Genercl in Mew York to reassure him of

Canada's willingness to play its full part in establishing in

Cyprus an effective U.N. force to keep the peace. On the

following day we were in direct touch with other countries whose

participation was required to make it possible for the Secretary

General to state that a U.N. peace-keeping force had been con"

stituted. Their response was prompt and favourable, providing

a solid basis for Canadian participation once Parliament had

approved it. We are embarking on this new responsibility not

only with Britain, but also contingents from Sweden, Finland,

and Ireland, with whom we shall be proud to serve.

The Canadian Government was deeply con-

cerned about the delays which occurred even after the Security

Council had adopted a resolution on March h calling for the

establishment of the Force. ¥e watched with anxiety the
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steady deteriorating of the situation in and around Cyprus.

We pressed vigorously for the clarification of the U.N. mandate

and the operating conditions for the Force, including its

financing.

Canadian action in this regard was nothing

less than what the complex situation required of a country with

long experience of peace-keeping operations of this kind. To

provide a reasonable opportunity for the success of the operation

and to encourage other governments to support it actively, we

believed it necessary and desirable to reach a satisfactory

understanding with the Secretary General and with the parties

directly involved in the Cyprus question on the role which the

U.N, would be assuming. ij
i

The course of these events has been ex-

plained fully in Parliament during the past week or so, and in

my speech in London I placed these developments in the broader

context of the difficulties facing the United Nations in pur-

suing its peace-keeping responsibilities. There is reason for

gratification that the U.N. did succeed last weekend in over*

coming the obstacles to the despatching of U.N. military con-

tingents to Cyprus. These new policemen for peace are now

on the beat - following the fine tradition of their comrades

in Gaza, the Congo, West New Guinea, Yemen, and, indeed, in

Kashmir and Palestine.

Canadians can take renewed pride in the

fact that their armed services have once more responded quickly

and efficiently to the urgent call of U.N. duty. We should

not delude ourselves, however, about two hard facts of the con-

temporary situation on which I should like to comment briefly.
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The first is that the U.N. job in Cyprus

is not overj it is just beginning. The organization faces

yet another task fraught with complications and danger. Its

military servants will be required to discharge their duties

with the highest degree of skill, endurance3 and restraint.

They will be exposed to risks and provocations. They must rely

largely on their presence and forbearance to bring about the

much needed conditions of calm in the relations between two com-

munities currently in a state of severe emotional upset.

The two communities on the Island aro

sharply divided. There is a legacy of tragic violence. There

are elements in the situation which could lead to further dis-

turbances even if the opposing factions have the best will in

the world to co-operate. The voluntary laying down of arms

may be the principal requisite for the easing of basic tensions

and therefore of the successful promotion of stability by the

U.N. Force.

Like any Police body, the U.N. Force is

in Cyprus to assist in the establishment and preservation of

order. It is not there as any army of occupation. I do not

believe a military solution would be lasting even if the U.N.

Force were so empowered. A solution will be best pursued by

a process of accommodation between the opposing factions with

the assistance of a U.N. mediator. The military force is ex-

pected to contribute to this process — by demonstrating the

U.N. impartiality, — by setting an example of restraint and

discipline., — by restoring calm, —. by instilling confidence

among the Cypriote generally that they will not be subjected

to further violence and bloodshed, — and by reassuring in-

terested powers outside the island that negotiation can yield

a solution, while the U.N. maintain order.



All this -underlines two essential needs -

the need for appointing a U.N. mediator at the earliest possible

date; - and the need for the fullest co-operation from the two

communities and the parties to the Treaty of Guarantee. The

present Security Council resolution authorizes the stationing

of the peace-keeping force for only three months. No time

must be lost in appointing a mediatorj because the opening of

the mediation process must be co-terminous with the operational

deployment of the peace force. The Secretary General; I know,

is fully conscious of this and is doing everything he can to

appoint a mediator.

In shortj the international community

must seize the nettle of the crisis in Cyprus. Undue delay

in improving the political situation could quickly lead to a

new deterioration in security and a possible erosion of U.N.

influence* There is no room for a leisurely approach to the

central political dispute between the two communities

The second main fact which has once more

become glaringly apparent is that the U.M. should strengthen

its capacity to engage in peace-keeping operations. I em-

phasized this in London. The Prime Minister restated well-known

Canadian views in Parliament. These are reflections of the

Government's conviction that U.N. preparedness in the field

of peace-keeping falls short of the new demands which are being

made of the organization with increasing frequency.

I hope and I believe that there is a

growing resolve among U.N. members that U.N. peace-keeping

methods must be improved. More and more countries have come

to recognize that international military forces cannot be



assembled and deployed -without some degree of advance planning,

both in the United Nations Headquarters and in national capitals.

The policy of earmarking national contingents - which in Canada's

case proved its worth at the critical stage last weekend - is

now being pursued in a number of countries which, like

Canada, have been called upon time after time to respond urgently

to U.N. call. I have no doubt that the example of these

countries is generating practical interest in others.

The requirements of peace in our time may

not wait upon gradual realization. The growing interest in

improving peace-keeping methods must be stimulated. The actual

U.N. experience must be kept alive. Canada is determined to

draw on its o-wn experience in this field in a way which will

give leadership and encouragement to others.

¥e are also determined that the United

Nations shall not fail in its primary responsibility for peace

through lack of adequate financial arrangements. For more than

five years, in all the appropriate bodies of the United Nations,

Canadian spokesmen have been insisting that political decisions

to promote peace must be solidly backed by suitable adminis-

trative and budgetary provisions. The only sensible basis

for this backing is the principle of collective responsibility.

Like the conduct of the peace-keeping operations themselves,

the task of persuading the membership to share in the financial

burden has been a long journey uphill. Urgent demands of

the moment have obliged Canada and like-minded countries to

accept' temporary financing expedients which detract from the

basic principle. But they have not deterred us from pursuing

the goal of collective responsibility not as a slogan but in

the form of concrete proposals embodying it.
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The whole problem is one of continuing

examination and growifigurgency. Discussion will shortly be

resumed in the United Nations General Assembly's Working Group

of Twenty-one on the examination of administrative and budgetary

procedures. As a member of that group, Canada will pursue

with vigour its efforts to reach a long term solution which

has important implications - political and financial - for

the future effectiveness of the United Nations. This is

why we are willing to explore every avenue for reaching the

desired goal* To do less would be to deprive the courageous

United Nations soldiers for peace, in Cyprus and in many other

vital theatre, of the material and moral support which they

so richly deserve.



1 April 1964

Dear Paul,

"We reached tivs S@cret£ogM3eneral and he has approved

the enclosed which ^ou raaj now use as as official stats-

sent frcca the Secret£i2y~G<gaerala Vie will also make it

available to other parties concerned.

yours,

Ralph J. Bunche

fiis J&ieellency
Mar. Paul
PeKsanent Rejresentativo of Ganada

to the United Matacns
750 Third
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PERMANENT MISSION OF CANADA TO THE
EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS

DECLASSIFIED
PER ST/AI/326, 28 DEC 1934

By Date

MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADA AUPRES
DE L'OFFICE EUROPEAN DES NATIONS UNIES

July 22,

Message received from the Secretary of State for External Affairs
for transmission to the Secretary-General of the United Nations

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

During the past few days, two events in relation to the
Cyprus problem in my judgment have created a new situation in
which some further initiative on the part of the United Nations
is called for. The first is the action of the Danish and Swedish
governments in placing a formal reservation on their continued
participation in the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in the
light of the continuing build-up of arms in the Island and lack of
cooperation on the part of the parties directly concerned in the
dispute. The second is the reported further disembarkation at
lairanasol of three shiploads of men and equipment destined for the
Greek Cypriot forces, with the United Nations being denied access
to the port area to observe the landings, notwithstanding the
clear statement of Prime Minister Papandreou of Greece on Ji\Ly 1?
that the arms build-up must be halted and pledging cooperation
with the United Nations to this end.

I am sure you share my concern that the combination of
these two developments requires an assessment of where the United
Nations stands at this moment both in relation to the peacekeeping
function and a long term solution. I would be most grateful for
your personal views on the efficacy of the peacekeeping role,
particularly in relation to the denial of observation facilities at
Liramasol. I should also think that all states contributing to the
peacekeeping operation would welcome at this stage some indication
of what the mediator has been able to accomplish so far and an out-
line of his current thinking with regard to a permanent solution.
It seems to me that some sort of interim or progress report from
you and/or Tuomioja could at this stage constitute a helpful new
element in a situation in which the United Nations is in some danger
of appearing passive in the face of new incidents and developments,
I do not say this in any critical sense but only out of an abiding
faith in the indispensible role of the United Nations in the Cyprus
situation.

Yours sincerely,
"PAUL MARTIN"



THE PERMANENT M I S S I O N OF" CANADA TO THE U N I T E D NATIONS

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADAAUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

New York, December 29, 1966

^* ' You w i l l recall that during pur conversation yesterday
I raised the subject of a v is i t by the National Defence College
(NDC) of Canada to UNEF and UNFICYP in March, 1967, •

j ' .
The Canadian Government attaches a great deal of

importance to a visit of this, type iln the context of our general
support for United Nations peacekeeping operations,, I have

s , • therefore been instructed to ask you formally to recons.ider the
* previous decision turning down our request for permission to

, make such a visit.

* ' In seeking approval for the visit f would t i k e to place
before you the following pertinent considerations:

i The National Defence College, numbering about 40 senior
.officers from the Armed Forces and Government Departments,.
win be touring the Middle East at that time0 As in
previous years, the College i.s spending several days in

< the United Arab Republic and the Canadian authorities have
no reason to be Have that the UAK would object to extend«

"ll ing the visit to include UNEF-

il The Canadian Government has discussed the proposed visit -
on an informal basis with our High Uommtssioner jn Cyprus.
The High Commissioner welcomed the prospect of a visit
and could see no objection on the part of the Cyprus Gov-
ernment, He noted that arrangements naturally would be
made for the Commandant to pay a courtesy caM on the
appropriate political leaders,,

Hi It has been stated that a visit of this type would set a
precedent for the future,, The only precedent which would
be established would be for visits by groups with a direct
Interest In peacekeeping and specifically groups from
Deferice Colleges of other countries which are participants
In the UNFICYP or UNEF, We are doubtful if there would be
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many such requests, considering that ail expenses are
borne by the Government arranging the v i s i t . Admin-
istrative arrangements including clearances, visas,
etc, and ail costs In connection with the v i s i t would
be a Canadian responsibility.

iv The Canadian Contingent Commanders with UNEF and
UNFICYP, who have been approached informally, are
both enthusiastic about a .possible visit. Both
Commanders consider that a visit would be a demon-
stration of interest by senior, off icers and Gover-
nment officials and would be excellent for morale of
the Canadian military personnel attached to each force.

v If a visit by a group of about 40 was considered too
large for each 'location, arrangements could be made for
the Co liege to spMt up with one half vi si ting' UNEF and
the other UNFICYP, although from the Canadian point of
view tt would' be preferable If the ful l group were
allowed to visit both UN El- and UNFIUYF.

As you know, support for United N'ations peacekeeping
activities has been an important part of Canadian foreign and
defence policy. This has again been reflected recently by
Canada's efforts during the 21st sessjon of the General Assembly
to have adopted a resolution which would enhance the preparedness
of the United Nations for future peacekeeping operations,, It
should also be noted that the most recent statement of Canadian
defence policy provides specifically for a peacekeeping role for
Canada's Armed Forces,, Canada has given its support in word and
In deed, having participated In every UN peacekeeping operation
since 1948. The current policy of the Canadian Government is to
continue to give such support. If this policy Is to be carried
out as effectively as possible It is obviously desirable that
server officers of the Canadian Armed Forces and of Interested
Canadian Government Departments, represented in the National
Defence College, should have the opportunity to obtain first hand
knowledge of these two major UN peacekeeping operations, to whrlch
Canada contributes welt over 1600 military .personnel,

i am confident you w i l l understand why i am obliged to
bring this raatter to your personal attention,, I do so because
of the instructions I have received from my Government which
reflect the Importance they attach to Canadian support for United
Nations peacekeeping activities.
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cc: Gen. JSartola
Gen. Bikhye
Kr. Rola-Bennett
Mr. Urquhart
Major Koho
Mr. Vaughan

6 January 1967

Gear Mr. Ambassador,

The Secretary-General has asked me to reply to your letter of 29

December 1966, concerning the proposed visit of the national Defence

College of Canada to UHFICYP and UHEF in March 1967.

The reasons for the previous decision against such a visit were

explained fully in Me. Urquhart*s letter of 20 October. I need only

repeat that we have had occasion in the past to advise against similar

visits on grounds of the size of the party involved and in support of

the position taken by the Force Commander concerned. I would also like

to point out that if such a visit were to take place it is important that

the arrangements should be made by and the responsibility for the visitors

must rest upon the Force Commander rather than the commander of the

contingent concerned, in order that no misunderstanding may arise about

the purely international and United Nations nature of the Force concerned.

You may be sure that the Secretary-General fully appreciates -fee

importance attached by the Canadian Government to the proposed visit and
he is, of course, anxious to meet the wishes of the Canadian Government,
not least because of the long and outstanding record of Canadian support

in word and deed for United Nations peace-keeping operations in the field

and at United Hations Headquarters alike. Ilie Secretary-General, therefore.

His Excellency
Mr. George Ignatieff
Permanent Representative of Canada
to the United Nations

750 Baird Avenue, 28th Floor
Hew York, H.Y.
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has authorized me to infers you that, provided the groups of officers

visiting W3EF and UHFICYP can be kept to the number of twenty at each

operation, there is no objection to the visit of the Hational Defence

College to UNFICYP and UNEF. Details of the visit should be communicated
through this office to the Force Commanders concerned so that the necessary
arrangements can be made.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph J. Bunche
Under-Secretary



The Security CounciI

Noting with regret from the report of the Secretary-

General of that circumstances continue

t© require the presence of the United Nations Peacekeeping

Force in Cyprus if peace is t© be maintained on the island,

Noting that the Government of Cyprus has agreed that

. in view of prevailing conditions in the island, it is nec-

essary t© continue the Force beyond 26 December 1967,

Welcemi ng the statements made by the Prime Ministers

of Greece and Turkey in their joint communique of 10 Sept-

ember 1967 that they "recognized the necessity to take

adequate measures which would prevent an increase of tension

in Cyprus and would facilitate the efforts for achievement

. of a peaceful and agreed solution",

Welcoming the Action already taken in Cyprus t© init-

iate certain measures of normalization,

Noting from the recent report of the Secretary-General

that the Force continues to experience difficulties arising

from the lack of full co-operation with it with respect to

freedom of movement for the Force and other matters,

1. Reaffirms its resolutions 186 (1964) of 4 March,

187 (1964) of 13 March, 192 (1964) of 20 June, 193 (1964) of

2 August, 194 (1964) of 25 September, 198 (1964) of 18 Dec-

ember, 201 (1965) of 19 March,.206 (1965) of 15 June, 207

(1965) of 10 August, 219 (1965) of 17 December, 220 (1966) of

16 March, 222 (1966) of 16 June and 231 (1966) of 15 December,

238 (1967) of 19 June, and the consensus expressed by the

President at the 1143rd meeting on August 11, 1964;



2. Urges all parties concerned to continue and to

intensify their efforts to reach a permanent settlement of

the Cyprus ^problem; .

3. Urges all parties concerned to co-operate more

effectively with the Special Representative of the Secretary-

General in order to prevent an increase of tension and to

achieve a return to normal conditions of life in Cyprus;

4. Urges all parties concerned to co-operate more

effectively with the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in

the exercise of its functions;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to discuss with the

Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus the desirability of

their making larger';voluntary contributions t© the costs of

the United Nations Peacekeeping Force;

6. CalIs on the Secretary-General to extend the scope

of responsibilities of his Special Representative in Cyprus

to enable him to use his good off ices to bring about further

discussions among all parties concerned with a view to making

progress towards a permanent settlement of the Cyprus problem;

7. Extends once more the stationing in Cyprus of the

United Nations Peacekeeping Force, established under Security

Council Resolution of 4 March 1964, for a further period of

....... months ending in the expectation

that sufficient progress toward a solution by the parties w i l l

make possible a withdrawal or at least a substantial reduction
*

of the Force by the end of the period.

16 November 1967.
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DECLASSIFIED
PER ST/AI/326, 28 DEC 1984

By Alte pate

November 23,196?.

Paper given to Archbishop Makarios
by the Ambassadors of Canada, the
United Kingdom and the U.S.A. on

November 22, 196?.

The Governments of Canada, the United Kingdom

and the United States have been in continuous consultation

with respect to the dangerous situation in Cyprus and in

the Eastern Mediterranean. These Governments consider it

imperative that the Governments of Turkey and Greece reject

the use of force in this delicate situation and seek, on an

urgent basis, a peaceful course which will remove immediate

tensions and improve the prospects for a longer term solution.

The Governments of the United States, the United

Kingdom and Canada, in view of their deep concern over the

dangerous situation in which they share a common interest,

are willing to do all that is possible to assist the

parties concerned in bringing about a resolution of the

current and long-term difficulties.

The three Governments have been in touch with the

Government of Turkey. The following five points have emerged

which the Government of Turkey believe could serve as a

basis for the settlement of the present crisis:

(a) Turkish reaffirmation of the inviolability and integrity

of the Cyprus Republic;

(b) withdrawal of Greek armed forces now present on the

Island in excess of the number permitted by the London-

Zurich Agreements and a similar withdrawal of such

excess Turkish forces;
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(c) undertake to seek (with the help of friendly governments)

an enlarged and improved mandate for UNFICYP giving it

an increased pacification role which, with the full

support of Greece and Turkey, would include supervision

of the disarmament of all forces constituted after

December 1963 and their replacement as rapidly as possible

by a new and better police system as agreed between the

Turkish and Greek communities;

(d) payment of indemnity for losses suffered by the Turkish-

Cypriots at Ayios Theodhorosand Kophinou;

(e) Security arrangements for the Turkish populace in these

villages not dependent on the present Greek-Cypriot

police power or military domination.

In the interest of the preservation of peace in

the area the three Governments conveyed those points to the

Government of Greece.

( To both the Governments of Greece and Turkey the

three Governments indicated that,after those measures and

particularly the withdrawal of Greek armed forces have started

to be implemented,it is desirable that arrangements be made

as soon as possible for the Governments of Turkey and Greece

to have direct talks, possibly in a third country, with

respect to the next steps on Cyprus and in the area and

in due course that the other interested parties be brought

into these deliberations. )
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THE P E R M A N E N T M I S S ' O N OF C A N A D A TO THE U N I T E D N A T I O N S

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADA AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

866 United Nations Plaza,
Suite 250,
New York, N.Y. 10017,

December 4, 19670

JL'-cs -̂ Ô J"

I have pleasure in enclosing, as requested, the text

of the statement issued in Ottawa on December 3 at about

2;00 p.m« in support of the Secretary-General's latest appeal

to the Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus*

Yours sincerely,

C-
George Ignatieff,
Ambassador and

Permanent Representative*

Mr. Jose Rolz-Bennett,
Under-Secretary for Special Political Affairs,

Room 3862A,
United Nations Headquarters,

NEW YORK, N.Y.



On learning of the further appeal na.de

today to the Governments of Greece, Turkey and. Cyprus

by the Secretary-General of the United. Nations, the

Secretary of State for External Affairs, the

Honourable Pan]. Ilartin, warmly supported the continued

and valuable efforts of the Secretary-General to help

in the preservation of peace. It is the Canadian

Government's hope that the Governments concerned will

be able to respond in a constructive manner to the

Secretary-General's appeal so as to permit an immediate

start on measures to remove the causes of the present

tension and thus pave the way to a permanent settlement,



RESTRICTED

His Excellency U Thant,
Secretary-General of the United Nations,
38th Floor, U.N. Headquarters,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

THE PERMANENT MISSION OF CANADA

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

DE LA PART DE

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADA

AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

George Ignatieff

December 8, 1967.
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N O T E

Attached is an informal working paper

distributed to contributors of troops or police to

UNFICYP and to Greece, Turkey and Cyprus, on December

7 as reflecting ideas that Canada, as an UNFICYP

troop contributor, would like to see incorporated

in any draft resolution.

The last feerstos^in operative paragraph

3 is in brackets because it is appreciated that any

such provision must be subject to consultations with

the Secretary-General.
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December 7.196?.
CRAFT RESOLUTION

T h e • S e c urit y Council ,

Recalling _the consensus reached at its meeting

on November 24,

• Requesting the parties concerned -co show the

utmost moderation and restraint, and urgently to assist

and cooperate in keeping the peace and arriving at a

permanent settlement in accordance with the Council's

Resolution of March 4, 1964,

He1coming the appeal addressed by the Secretary-

General to the Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus

on December 3 and the positive replies made by i;hose

governments,

No tin.? that the appeal indicates that the good

offices of the Secretary-General would be available to the

parties on request in connection with their consideration

of possible proposals, subject to necessary action by the

Security Council, to enlarge the Mandate of the United

Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus so as to give it

broader functions in regard to the realization of quiet and

peace in Cyprus, inciting the supervision of disarmament

and the devising cf practical arrangements to safeguard

internal security embracing 'the safety of all the people

of Cyprus,

Noting from the report of the Secretary-General

of thr." :.''. ". v;-".stances continue to require the
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presence of UNFICYP in Cyprus for a further period,

Noting that .the Government of Cyprus has agreed

that in view of prevailing conditions in the Island it is

necessary to continue the force beyond December 26;

!• Reaf.firr.is its resolutions 166 (1964) etc.,

2. Invites the parties to avail themselves of the

good offices of the Secretary-General with a view to agree-

ing on -proposals which mi£:ht be submitted for the considerat-

ion of the Security Council concerning the future role of

•UNFICYP;

3. Invites the parties at the same time to continue tr.eii

efforts to effect progress towards a permanent settlement

(availing themselvc-s, as appropriate, of the good offices

of the Secretary-General).;

4. Extends the stationing in Cyprus of the United nations

Peacekeeping Force established under the Security Council

Resolution of March ir} 19&4 for a period of two months

ending February 2& in the expectation that the discussions

among the parties envisaged in Paras. 2 and 3 of this Resolutic

will permit the Council to give full consideration to the

future role of the force and to the prospects for a settlement,
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Attached is an informal working paper

distributed to contributors of troops or police to

UNFICYP and to Greece, Turkey and Cyprus, on December

7 as reflecting ideas that Canada, as an UNFICYP

troop contributor, would like to see incorporated

in any draft resolution.

The last version in operative paragraph

3 is in brackets because it is appreciated that any

such provision must be subject to consultations with

the Secretary-General.
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December 7,196?.
DRAFT RESOLUTION

The Security Council,

^.-calling the consensus reached at its meeting

on November 2k,

' Requesting, the parties concerned to show the

utmost moderation and restraint, and urgently to assist

and cooperate in keeping the peace and arriving at a

permanent settlement in accordance with the Council's

Resolution of March L, 196A,

Ivel coming 'the appeal addressed by the Secretary-

General to the Governments of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus

on December 3 £nd the positive replies made by those

governments,

Noting that the appeal indicates that the good

offices of the Secretary-General would be available to the

parties on request in connection with their consideration

of possible proposals, subject to necessary action by the

Security Council, to enlarge the I-'and&te of the United

Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus so as to give it

broader functions in regard to the realization of quiet anc

peace in Cyprus, inclv^.ing the supervision of disarmament

and the devising of practical arrangements to safeguard

internal security embracing the safety of all the people

of Cyprus,

Noting from the report of the Secretary-General

of th.r': " "1: 'cvr.stances continue to recuire the
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presence of UNFICYP in Cyprus for a further period,

Noting that the Government of Cyprus has agreed

that in view of prevailing conditions, in the Island it is

necessary to continue "che force beyond Tecenber 2.6;

1. Reaffirms its resolutions Io6 (1964) etc.,

2. Invites the parties to avail themselves bf the

good offices of the Secretary-General with a view to agree-

ing on -proposals which might be submitted for the considerat-

ion of the Security Council concerning the future role of

UNFICYP;

3. Invites the parties at the sa::.e ti:r.e to continue their

efforts to effect progress tov:ard.s a permanent settlement

(availing themselves, as appropriate, of the good offices

of the Secretary-General).; .

4. Extends the stationing in Cyprus of the United 1'at.ions

Peacekeeping Force established under the Securi'̂  Council

Resolution of March 4, 1964 for a period of two months

ending February ?_6 in the expectation that the discussions

among the parties envisaged in Paras. 2 and 3 of this Resolutio:

will permit the Council to give full consideration to the

future role of the force and to the prospects for a settlement.



CONFIDENTIAL

Canada has been endeavouring to keep in close touch

with all developments and we very much appreciate the

Secretary-General's efforts. We support him in the exercise

of his good offices w h i l e conscious of the d i f f i c u l t i e s pre-

sented by the differing interpretations of Cyprus and Turkey

as to the scope of those good offices. Everybody concerned

with the Cyprus situation is particularly conscious of the

time element: before the question of the UNFICYP mandate

comes up again it w i l l be very helpful if some progress has

been registered in the p o l i t i c a l field.

We appreciate that it may be difficu It to obtain any

measure of agreement between the parties so long as one side

insists that the good offices be confined to disarmament and

pacification and the role therein of UNFICYP, w h i l e the other

side is determined to see the good offices extended to other

issues as w e l l . Although we do not, for the time being, see

any way around this fundamental obstacle, Canada is w i l l i n g

to consider what support it can give by exerting any influence

it has in Ankara, Athens and Nicosia; in any event, we wish

to m a i n t a i n close contact with the Secretary-General as the

situation develops.

We believe we have detected some positive elements in

recent statements both by President Makarios (e.g. on

January 12th) and on the Turkish side (e.g. Turkish MFA state-

ment on January 13th and Kuciiik's statement of January 15th).

We hope that these can be bui It upon. In this context, it

would be very helpful if Archbishop Makarios did not p u b l i s h

a draft on his new constitution for the time being, and
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refrained from basing the February election for President on

the 1965 law.

We would be interested in knowing what possibilities

there are of talks taking place between the parties directly

concerned. If constitutional talks could be arranged, we

assume they should be m a i n l y bilateral in character, with a

m i n i m u m of publicity. How does the Secretary-General view

this?

W h i l e a dialogue between Greek Cypriots and Turkish

Cypriots (with Ankara no doubt in the immediate background)

would be very desirable, any progress that could be made by

the Secretary-General on any matters, even if not directly

related to the establishment of such a dialogue could make

a useful contribution in creating an atmosphere for the

settlement of major problems.



ft. CONFIDENTIAL

CYPRUS
TC*£

f"1 March 1, 1968.

The Secretary-General is aware of Canada's support of his efforts

to find a solution to the Cyprus problem. As a major contributor to UHFICYP,

as well as in its capacity as a Member of the Security Council, Canada is

anxious to contribute in any way it can toward bringing about a permanent

settlement. With this in mind we have kept in touch with the Secretary-

General as well as with the parties at all stages.

2. Although the months that have passed since the end of the

November-December crisis have seen little change in the publicly expressed

positions of the parties to the Cyprus dispute, there has been a definite

reduction of tension and we have the impression that behind the scenes there

is a new willingness to re-examine basic assumptions and study the problem afresh,

3. It is against this background that we have given some thought as to

whether any way could be devised at this time which would develop some momentum

towards a permanent settlement. It has occurred to us that the present circum-

stances may in fact offer an opportunity for some fairly bold step forward

which should be urgently explored.

4. In this context, an informal gathering of the parties directly

concerned might be timely. In suggesting this we have noted the interest displayed

from time to time by Archbishop Makarios in a conference, and the interest of

the Turkish Cypriots in "negotiations". At the same time, we have the impression

that both Greece and Turkey might welcome a meeting.
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5« We have in mind approaching President Makarios in the very

near future suggesting that Canada might make an attempt to bring together,

in a very informal way, representatives of all those involved in the Cyprus

dispute - namely, Turkey, Greece, Cyprus and the Turkish Cypriote - to

examine with one another what the basic problems are and how they might be

tackled. The representatives of the parties would be invited to meet in their

personal capacities, without commitment and with an entirely open agenda. This

informal and personal meeting would be intended to supplement the more formal

intergovernmental exchanges of view which have been in progress at the U.M. and

which would presumably continue. In the event that the meeting were held,

Canada would keep the Secretary-General fully informed and maintain the closest

possible liaison with him and with his special representative in Nicosia,

6, Although the meeting which we envisage irould probably not lead to

any early agreement on questions of substance, we hope that it would be helpful

to the parties in identifying the main issues requiring solution and reaching

accord on the modalities for their possible settlement. During the course of

the meeting there might be bilateral exchanges of view among Greek and Turkish

Cypriots on some subjects (e.g. the possibility of constitutional changes in

Cyprus) and other aspects of the Cyprus problem might be discussed on a broader

basis. Canada would offer to provide a chairman or moderator for the discussions,

if this were desired by the participants. We have no substantive proposals in

mindj we see our role as being primarily that of encouraging the process of

negotiation. The meeting, which might be held somewhere in Switzerland, would

be small and with a minimum of publicity; no fixed duration for the meeting

would be suggested and there would be no final communique unless this were

desired by all concerned.
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7, We would express hope to the parties that their acceptance of

the meeting in principle could be indicated before the March Security Council

debate on UNFICYP, so as to facilitate the Council's consideration of UNFICYP's

mandate and avoid the taking of positions in public which would make a settlement

more difficult,

8. We would hope that this proposed informal meeting would be a useful

complement to the Secretary-General's own efforts under his good offices

exercise, and that he would consider it appropriate to give the proposal his

support.
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THE P E R M A N E N T MISS ION OF CANADA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

LA MISSION PERMANENTE DU CANADA AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

New York, October 14, 1969

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

The Canadian Government has recently announced a series
of measures to combat inflation by containing its expenditures.
To achieve this it has decided that among other measures certain
Canadian missions abroad are to be changed from a resident to a
non-resident status. One of these is Nicosia, Cyprus, where the
resident High Commissioner and his Mission are to be withdrawn in
the near future. This will restore Canadian diplomatic represen-
tation in Cyprus to what it was before June 1965 when the Canadian
Ambassador in Tel Aviv was also accredited in Nicosia.

Because of the interest which as Secretary-General of
the United Nations you have in the Cyprus situation I am informing
you of the decision of the Canadian Government in advance of the
public announcement. I need hardly say that this decision, taken
for purely budgetary reasons, reflects no abatement of our deep
concern to see an early solution of the Cyprus problem nor does it
represent or imply any decision with respect to the nature of
Canadian participation in UNFICYP.

Yours sincerely,

Yv&n Beaulne,
Ambassador and

Permanent Representative

H. E. U. Thant,
Secretary-General of the

United Nations,
New York.

.' >
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cc: Dr. Bunche
Mr. Narasimhan
Mr. Rolz-Bennett
Mr. Osorio-Tafall
Mrs. Mirâ "
Registry

16 Cctcfoe*

Dear fiabaseadcr Beaulnet

Masy ttenJss for your letter of I*?. October 1969
©« of tlve Canadian Govexment's decisicm to charge certain
Canadian missions abroad fros a resident to a
status f inoludiiig that of the Higb Coai-aieslont-T in
which will be vitJ-tbrstffik in the taear future.

I welcoae your stataaeat Uiat th@ Cer^sdlan
Ita rs^?eaentatio» tn Cyprus reflects EO

of Cenada's <l@^ ttoimsra to $e® an e&fl^- solatlea of
the Cypatis pro^I^ DOT doee it> represent or teply o^r decision
with arcfspect to tJic nature oT Caaato's participation in UKI'ICYF.

u

His
Mr. Yvca

a^raor<iiaQjry ana
Represeutative of Canada

to tbe Uftitsd fla&lORS
Uaiteci Ratios3 i--lGsa» Suite 25O
Yoyk, 8s» Xosfe



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OB JET:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM 1NTERIEUR

DATE: 22 December 1969

REFERENCE:

Constantin A. Stavropoulos
The Legal Counsel

Agreement with Canada concerning UNKLCYP
Third Party Claims

1. After prolonged negotiations, agreement has been reached
with the Government of Canada on a draft exchange of letters under
which the Government vd.ll undertake financial responsibility with
respect to most third party claims arising as a result of acts of
members of its contingent serving with UNFICYP. The text of this
agreement has been cleared with the offices of the Controller,
Field Service Operations and the IMKECYP administration.

2. The Permanent Representative of Canada, Ambassador Beaulne,
would like to have an appointment with you for a joint signing and
exchange of letters. I MDuld appreciate your advising me whether yo
can make such an appointment prior to your African trip~~5r whether it
will be necessary to postpone it until after your return.

cc: Dr. Bunche


